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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Additive  manufacturing  (AM)  has  become  popular  for both  industrial  and  personal  use thanks  to the
freedom  and  benefits  it provides  in designing  parts,  reducing  lead  time,  improving  inventory,  and  part
consolidation.  However,  few  studies  examine  process  planning  issues  in a network  of  AM  systems  that
account  for  part-to-printer  assignment  involving  multiple  parts  and printers  with  scheduling  objectives.
AM  printers  are  characterized  by different  processes,  heating  technologies,  and  sizes  of  the  build  chamber,
which  impacts  efficient  and  effective  process  planning  and  3D  printer  scheduling.  Given fixed,  unrotated
orientation  of  parts,  we propose  a decision  aiding  model  based  on  a multi-objective  optimization  for  a

Author's Personal Copy
ulti-objective optimization
rade-off analysis
art-to-printer assignment
rocess planning

batch  of parts  and  multiple  printers.  The  proposed  model  considers  operating  cost,  load  balance  among
printers,  total  tardiness,  and  total number  of  unprinted  parts  as objectives  in fused  deposition  modeling
(FDM)  process.  A case  study  with  automotive  parts  is used  to verify  and  validate  model  functionalities.
Then,  the  conflicting  objectives  of the  model  are  analyzed  using  trade-off  analysis  to  understand  conflict-
ing  aspect  among  objectives.  Next,  a designed  experiment  with  different  number  of  parts  and  printers
show  the  complexity  and  the  generalization  of the model.

iety  o
©  2017  The  Soc

. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) or three-dimensional printing
3DP) refers to the method of producing physical objects from digi-
al information using computer-aided design (CAD) layer-by-layer
1]. It is estimated that the AM industry’s revenues worldwide for
ll products and services have increasingly grown 26% to more than
5 billion in 2015 [2,3]. In contrast to the traditional method, AM
an provide almost perfect design freedom for part fabrication with
ess material waste [4–6]. Regarding the process engineering of AM,
D printer utilization and efficient scheduling of 3D printer(s) are
ritical issues affecting total processing time and cost. While the
D printer utilization implies a usage of one particular printer, the
rinter scheduling entails several parts and a network of AM sys-
ems with multiple 3D printers. In this study, the term 3D printer

cheduling and part-to-printer assignment are used interchange-
bly to imply scheduling of multiple parts to multiple printers. With
egard to a particular printer, the part placement problem has been

ostly solved by skilled technicians with their experience, which

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: nhkim@unist.ac.kr (N. Kim).
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278-6125/© 2017 The Society of Manufacturing Engineers. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Al
f  Manufacturing  Engineers.  Published  by Elsevier  Ltd.  All rights  reserved.

is time-consuming and sub-optimal when placing a batch of parts
with large quantity and complex geometries. Thus, studies have
been proposed to solve the printer utilization for a particular printer
[7]. However, as the future of AM is moving towards its mature
state making business and supply chain models for AM complicated
involving shared 3D printers, it is important to explore a network of
AM systems, in which a number 3D printers are shared to increase
capacity [8–12]. Gartner [27] also expected that customer use of
AM will reach a level of mainstream adaptation between 2020
and 2025. As the AM network involves the constantly increasing
web-based retailers as the first tier of the supply chain, the AM sup-
ply chain will tend to shift from the production-distribution-retail
model toward a model, in which retail takes place electronically,
initiating manufacturing and final distribution to the end customer
[12].

Additionally, researchers have proposed mathematical mod-
els by considering a single objective (e.g., [13–15]). However, the
part-to-printer-assignment models for AM that investigate differ-

ent criteria accounting for related scheduling objectives are lacking.
Existing models also scarcely consider characteristics of AM tech-
nology related to energy source and requirements of a particular
AM process (e.g., whether to stack a part or not in fused deposition
modeling (FDM)). In evaluating the feasibility of the part-to-printer

l rights reserved.
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ssignment process; an important factor is the ability to compose
atches of parts accounting for space in the 3D printers, over-
ll operation cost and time, and load-balances among printers.
ur research questions and aims are thus to understand how to

chedule parts to be printed on a network of particular AM print-
rs. In addition, conflicting objectives and customers’ due date
re explicitly evaluated using multiple-criteria decision-making
MCDM) method. MCDM is a sub-discipline of operations research
nd management science (OR/MS) that explicitly considers multi-
le criteria in a decision-making environment [16]. It is mainly used
o support decision makers (DMs) facing decision problems that a
nique optimal solution does not exist. Common MCDM methods

ncluding analytic hierarchy process (AHP), multi-objective math-
matical programming (MOMP), and goal programming (GP) have
een used in many applications [17–21]. Solution methods for these
roblems are inclusive of exact, heuristic, and combined simulation
ethodologies (e.g., [22–25]). In particular, we propose a multi-

bjective optimization model considering total cost, load balance
mong printers, total tardiness, and number of unprinted parts. We
ake the unrotated part orientation [26] and assign optimal parts
o printers in this study accounting for requirements of the FDM
rocess.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows.
e overview the pertinent literature in Section 2. Then, our multi-

bjective optimization model is presented in Section 3. Next, a case
tudy and an experimental design are discussed in Sections 4 and
, respectively. Finally, Section 6 presents our research conclusions
nd outlines the directions for future research.

. Literature review

There are different terminologies commonly used for AM includ-
ng direct digital manufacturing, solid free form fabrication, rapid

anufacturing, and 3DP. The American Society for Testing and
aterials (ASTM) [28] has classified AM technologies into seven
ain categories: 1) photopolymer vat, 2) material extrusion, 3)

owder bed fusion, 4) directed energy deposition, 5) sheet lami-
ation, 6) material jetting, and 7) binder jetting. Advantages and
hallenges for AM have been discussed in the literature [29–37].
or example, Wohlers [2] discussed AM advantages including agile
anufacturing, decentralized supply chain, and reduction in inven-

ory; whereas challenges are noted for cost of machines and
aterials and process planning. The author suggested that success-

ul AM builds depend upon the orientation and location of parts on
he build platform and the number of parts that are built at one time.

ohlers’ survey [2] showed that FDM is the AM technology with
he highest number of installed industrial systems. FDM is a type
f material extrusion, in which material is selectively dispensed
hrough a nozzle as the extrusion head or the build platform moves
n the x-y plane requiring support structures for bottom surfaces
nd overhanging features [38]. Niaki and Nomino [39] suggested
hat research on AM management is moving from its infancy to
he developing phase, in which challenges for AM in the future are
utomation of design, process planning, and business models.

Previous studies in AM process planning (e.g., [40–43]) have
een centered on the part orientation. However, there is an increas-

ng need for studies aiming at part-to-printer assignment [7,10].
hang et al. [7] discussed that more parts should be placed as com-
actly as possible to improve the 3D printer utilization by reducing
he total build time and cost per machine run. Recent studies have

Author's P
lso used different optimization and metaheuristic approaches
or 3D printer utilization problem by taking part orientation into
ccount [13–15,44–49]. Manogharan et al. [44] suggested that the
mpact of AM production cost and time can be mitigated by increas-
ng the batch size. That is, by nesting multiple unique parts, the
cturing Systems 43 (2017) 35–46

overall unit cost of each part is expected to be lowered. Hur et al.
[48] introduced the orientation and packing model that employs
the adapted bottom-left approach with a genetic algorithm (GA)
for the platform. Canellidis et al. [13] proposed a model with two
stages, such that each part is orientated to have a good surface
quality with either minimal support structure, lower build time,
or minimal projection area in the first stage. Then, the second stage
considers the projections of the parts on a particular printer. Zhang
et al. [14] suggested a two-step method to solve the orientation
optimization problem of multi-part production. While the first step
is based on the feature based model for a specific part, the second
step employs the GA to search for an optimal combination of parts
on a printer. Freens et al. [15] presented a two-stage production
planning that generates batches for multiple 3D printers. The one-
dimensional bin packing model is used to allocate objects in a batch
and the packing software is used to find position of parts in a printer.
However, studies considering one printer alone lack a perspective
of shared 3D printers with multiple printers expected in the future.
In addition, accounting for specific AM technology in the model can
reveal some insights for interested DMs.

Researchers have also discussed future of AM business and sup-
ply chain [50–59]. Rylands et al. [50] suggested that AM in the future
will not replace, but compliment and strength traditional man-
ufacturing. Esmaeilian et al. [51] pointed out that future process
planning of manufacturing systems is not limited to production
planning, but includes all aspects of a manufacturing firm, such
as capacity planning and scheduling. The authors noted that sup-
ply chain integration and advanced scheduling should be equally
considered for the future of AM.  Lan [53] discussed key issues
including planning a manufacturing chain, selecting feasible col-
laborative manufacturers, and queuing a manufacturing tasks in
AM.  According to the author, a network of web-based AM sys-
tems can enhance the availability of AM facilities and improve
the capability of manufacturers. Piller et al. [54] discussed sev-
eral AM business models. For example, Shapways and i.materialise
use a similar business model to offer 3D model marketplace and
production service, while 3D Hubs uses a platform to find nearby
3D printers and share existing capacity of locally available print-
ers. Thomas and Gilbert [45] suggested three possible alternatives
for the diffusion of future AM.  The first is where consumers pur-
chase 3D printers and produce products themselves; the second is
a copy shop scenario, where customers submit their designs to a
3DP service provider; and the third involves AM being adopted by
the commercial manufacturing industry. In addition, researchers
have emphasized inventory and transportation aspects in the con-
text of AM supply chain [56–59]. For example, AM provides the
ability to manufacture parts on demand, which is important for
spare parts industry and results in a significant saving in amount of
inventory of infrequently ordered parts [58]. Holmström et al. [59]
studied spare parts in the aircraft industry and show that, currently,
on demand centralized production is the most likely approach to
succeed; however, the distributed approach becomes more feasible
when AM develops into a widely adopted process.

In particular, we highlight gaps in the existing research and
discuss our proposed study as follows:

• Mathematical models to aid decision makers and AM planners
that focus on process planning issues in AM are still needed con-
sidering a continuing growth of 3D printers nowadays and in the

sonal Copy
future.
• Existing models in the literature typically consider the 3DP uti-

lization problem for a particular printer by considering the part
orientation and part placement. However, AM is moving towards
its mature state involving complicated and shared 3D printers.
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Thus, a study that considers AM scheduling for a network of AM
systems is needed.
Existing models scarcely consider characteristics of AM technol-
ogy related to energy source (e.g., laser versus extruder) and
requirements (e.g., nesting or stacking of parts) of the printer,
which are essential for process planning in AM and offer insights
for DMs.
Process planning in AM clearly involves conflicting, multiple cri-
teria, such as quality, time, cost, etc. While a few models focus on
AM supply chain and 3DP scheduling, a single objective is typi-
cally used without exploring multiple objectives of the problem.
In addition, customers due date is an important aspect that should
be evaluated in the model.

. The multi-objective build chamber optimization model

It is important to understand AM from macro and micro per-
pectives. A decision support tool is needed to aid a DM/planner
n effectively and efficiently planning and scheduling parts to be
rinted on a printer(s). The model developed in this study takes
he best orientated parts (i.e., without rotation) analyzed previously
26] as an input set and composes batches of parts to be assigned
o each printer in a network of AM systems based on different,
onflicting objectives of interest. When a planner makes a tacti-
al and/or operational decision depending on a planning period,
/he may  decide to wait for more parts to better utilize printers
r to schedule a printing decision at that time depending on the
olicy employed (i.e., efficiency vs. responsiveness) and planning
bjective (i.e., total operating cost vs. total delay). In addition, the
ardiness calculated from customer’s due date is considered in this
roblem representing a delay in process planning. That is, the pro-
osed model provides a set of optimal parts for a part-to-printer
ssignment in a network of AM printers, in which four conflicting
bjectives are introduced: total operating cost, load balance among
rinters, total tardiness, and total number of unprinted parts. Fig. 1

llustrates the AM supply chain’s strategic level planning and the
roposed problem in a tactical/operation level at a production stage
ith a focus on the part-to-printer assignment problem.

.1. Assumptions

Parts ordered from customers are known for the FDM printer
type. That is, the manufacturer and customers have agreed on
the properties and tolerances of the printed parts.
The orientation of the part is decided before the printing process.
That is, the part is unrotated during the part-to-printer assign-
ment process.
The cost-related parameters are simplified and extrapolated from
the Magics software from Materialise [60] and existing literature
(e.g., see Thomas and Gilbert [45]). For example, the printer cost
in this study is approximated from the indirect cost involving
technician, overhead, and machine cost. The part cost and time
are directly obtained from an estimate from Magics software. The
part cost is computed from the consumed material for part, sup-
port (if needed), and associated waste; whereas the part print
time is inclusive of the printer preparation and cool time. The
holding cost is assumed in our study based on the part cost to
account for both inventory- and penalty-related cost. That is, the
holding cost relates to storing and maintaining part inventory
over a certain period of time as well as lost customer and sales in

Author's Pe
contract. Thus, there is a trade-off whether to print a part at this
period or to hold a part for the next period.
All assigned parts are assumed to be taken out from a printer
at the same time. Thus, the requirement of print time for FDM
is based on the sum of all part time (e.g., an extruder dispenses
cturing Systems 43 (2017) 35–46 37

material from a nozzle part by part and layer by layer). We  note
that it may  not be the case for other AM processes. For example,
the print time for selective laser sintering (SLS) are based on the
time that a laser scans all assigned parts so that material powder
in SLS is sintered with the shared recoating time.

• In the typical FDM process, parts to be printed do not stack on top
of each other due to the extruded filament. However, this may  not
be the case for other AM processes. For example, parts for SLS may
be stacked on top of each other when printing of powder material
is used.

3.2. Model notation

Sets
I : Set of parts to be printed, indexed by i
J : Set of FDM printers, indexed by j
Parameters
cprint er
j

: Cost of using each FDM printer j ∈ J ($/printer)

cpart
i

: Cost of printing a part in $ for each part i ∈ I ($/part)

cholding
i

: Cost of holding a part in $ for each unassigned part i ∈
I ($/part)

b : Total planned budget ($)
li : Length of the bounding box of each part i ∈ I (millimeter/part)
wi : Width of the bounding box of each part i ∈ I (millime-

ter/part)
hi : Height of the bounding box of each part i ∈ I (millime-

ter/part)
lcap
j

: Length capacity limit of each printer j ∈ J (millime-
ter/printer)
wcap
j

: Width capacity limit of each printer j ∈ J (millime-
ter/printer)
hcap
j

: Height capacity limit of each printer j ∈ J (millime-
ter/printer)

ai : Area parameter of each part i ∈ I (millimeter2/part)
acap min
j

: Minimum area capacity for each printer j ∈ J

(millimeter2/printer)
acap max
j

: Maximum area capacity for each printer j ∈ J

(millimeter2/printer)
fpr inter : Fraction determining the minimum area for a printer to

operate
fnum part : Fraction determining the minimum number of parts

to be printed
tpart ini hour
i

: Initial expected print time in hours for each part i
∈ I (hour/part)

olabor : Operating hours per day determined by labor working
hours (hour/day)

di : Lateness calculated from due date for each part i ∈ I
(day/part)

(Positive/negative lateness denote tardiness/earliness)
e : Wait time for the next planning period for parts that are not

assigned to a printer (e.g., operational daily plan e = 1; weekly plan
e = 7)

m : An arbitrarily large number
p : A lower bound of the time that each printer spends in days;

used in the transformation of the quadratic function in a constraint
(e.g., 0)

q : An upper bound of the time that each printer spends in days;
used in the transformation of the quadratic function in a constraint

nal Copy
(e.g., 7)
˛k : Weight parameter for each objective k;

∑
˛k = 1

Decision variables
Xi,j : Part i to be printed in FDM printer j, binary {0,1}
Yj : Printerj to be used for printing, binary {0,1}
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Fig. 1. A schematic AM supply c

Ri : Remaining part i that is not printed and is waited for the
ext planning period, binary {0,1}

Ti : Tardiness of each part i in days
G : Maximum tardiness
B : Minimum percentage of area used in each machine to balance

oad
Wi,j : Printer time in days for part i on printer j; used in the

ransformation of the quadratic function in a constraint
Auxiliary variables
tpart wait day
i

: Wait time in days for an unassigned part i ∈ I
day/part)
tprint er hour
j

: Print time in hours required for each printer j ∈ J
hour/printer)
tprint er day
j

: Print time in days required for each printer j ∈ J
day/printer)
tpart out day
i

: Finishing time in days for each printed part i ∈ I
day/part)
tprocess day
i

: Processing time for each part i ∈ I (day/part)
Kl
i,j

: Limit the length of part i that is assigned to printer j, binary
0,1}
Kw
i,j

: Limit the width of part i that is assigned to printer j, binary
0,1}
Kh
i,j

: Limit the height of part i that is assigned to printer j, binary
0,1}

.3. Part-to-printer-assignment mathematical model

.3.1. Objective functions
We first discuss objective functions Z1 and Z2 that reflect effi-

ient performance (i.e., resource focus) and objective functions Z3
nd Z4 that reflect effective performance (i.e., result focus). In par-
icular, Z1 minimizes the total operating cost calculated from the

ost to use FDM printers, part printing cost, and holding cost (1);
hereas Z2 maximizes the load balance of all FDM printers calcu-

ated using the maximin technique (2). Next, Z3 minimizes the total
ardiness calculated as the sum of all positive lateness (3) and Z4

inimizes the total number of unprinted parts (4). These objective
 macro and micro perspectives.

functions are typically conflicted and optimal decisions need to be
taken in the presence of trade-offs among them. For example, mini-
mizing total operating cost does not necessarily provide a minimum
number of unprinted parts and vice versa. Likewise, achieving a
maximum load balance may  not yield minimum tardiness and vice
versa.

MinimizeZ1 :

(∑
j  ∈ J

cprint er
j

Yj

)
+

(∑
i ∈ I

∑
j  ∈ J

cpart
i
Xi,j

)
+

(∑
i ∈ I

cholding
i

Ri

)
(1)

MaxMinZ2 :

(∑
i ∈ I

aiXi,j

acap max
j

)
∗ 100 (2)

MinimizeZ3 :

(∑
i ∈ I

Ti

)
(3)

MinimizeZ4 :

(∑
i ∈ I

Ri

)
(4)

We note that the maximin objective function (Z2) can be lin-
earized as a maximization objective by introducing the B variable,
where B is a minimum percentage of area used in each machine to
balance load (5).

MaximizeZ2 : B; B ≤
(∑

i ∈ I

aiXi,j

acap max
j

)
∗ 100; ∀j ∈ J (5)

3.3.2. Constraint sets
We now turn to the constraint sets. While each part to be printed

is assigned to at most one printer (6), the part that is not assigned
in the current planning period is still in the inventory list (7). The

number of parts to be printed per a planning period should also be
higher than a minimum requirement specified by a DM (8).∑
j ∈ J

Xi,j ≤ 1; ∀i ∈ I (6)
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i = 1 −
∑
j ∈ J

Xi,j; ∀i ∈ I (7)

i ∈ I

∑
j ∈ J

Xi,j >=  f num part

⎛
⎝∑

i ∈ I

∑
j ∈ J

Xi,j +
∑
i ∈ I

Ri

⎞
⎠ (8)

The next requirement for the FDM is that parts to be printed
re typically not stacked on top of each other due to the extrud-
ng process. Thus, the area of each part can be computed based on
he x-y platform (9). The maximum area limit based on a printer
apacity and the minimum area requirement to utilize each printer
an be computed using (10)–(11). Next, the total area of all parts
o be printed cannot violate the maximum (12) and minimum (13)
apacity limit of each printer.

i = liwi; ∀i ∈ I (9)

cap max
j = lcap

j
wcap
j

; ∀j ∈ J (10)

cap min
j = f print eracap max

j ; ∀j ∈ J (11)

i ∈ I

aiXi,j ≤ acap max
j Yj; ∀j ∈ J (12)

i ∈ I

aiXi,j ≥ acap min
j Yj; ∀j ∈ J (13)

In addition, additional constraint sets are needed to reflect a
equirement on the length, the width, and the height of each part,
uch that each assigned part to a FDM printer will not exceed the
rinter size (14)–(19). In particular, Eqs. (14)–(15) are combined to
estrict a printing requirement for the length based on the if-then
ondition. Similarly, Eqs. (16)–(17) as well as (18)–(19) are used to
estrict the width and the height, respectively. For example, if part i
s printable (has a length that is lesser than a printer capacity), K in
q. (14) will be either 0 or 1. If K is 0, it will force X in Eq. (15) to be
. On the other hand, if K is 1, X can be 0 or 1 depending on a desired
bjective function. On the other hand, if part i is not printable (has

 length that is longer than a printer capacity), K in Eq. (14) will be
, which then forces X in Eq. (15) to be 0. Other equations can be
imilarly interpreted.

iK
l
i,j

≤ lcap
j

; ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (14)

i,j ≤ Kl
i,j
m;  ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (15)

iK
w
i,j

≤ wcap
j

; ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (16)

i,j ≤ Kw
i,j
m;  ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (17)

iK
h
i,j

≤ hcap
j

; ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (18)

i,j ≤ Kh
i,j
m;  ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (19)

Next, the total cost for using printer, part printing, and associ-
ted holding/penalty cost cannot exceed the planned budget (20).

 budgetary expenditure represents an upper bound indicating a
aximum financial capacity to efficiently utilize the resources sug-

ested by a customer or a company. We  note that the budget could
e assumed infinite implying that a budget constraint set is not
nforced.

∑
cprint erYj

⎞
⎠ +

⎛
⎝∑∑

cpartXi,j

⎞
⎠ +

(∑
choldingRi

)
≤ b(20)

Author's Pe
j ∈ J

j

i ∈ I j ∈ J

i

i  ∈ I

i

In addition, the FDM process uses a heated extruder as an energy
ource to dispense material from a nozzle part-by-part and layer-
y-layer. When all printed parts on the FDM printer(s) are taken out
cturing Systems 43 (2017) 35–46 39

from a printer at the same time, it follows that the printer time for
FDM is based on the sum of all part time for all assigned parts to each
FDM printer. For example, if parts 1 and 2 requiring an estimate of
5 and 10 h, respectively, are assigned to the FDM printer, a heated
extruder will move from part to part and layer to layer, which fin-
ishes printing both parts in 15 h. Thus, the FDM printer time can be
computed (21). Given the FDM printer time in hour, printer time in
days can then be calculated based on the labor schedule (22).

tprint er hour
j =

∑
i

tpart ini hour
i Xi,j; ∀j ∈ J (21)

tprint er day
j = tprint er hour

j /olabor; ∀j ∈ J (22)

Next, the actual time in days for each assigned part that
is taken out from a printer can be formulated as tpart out day

i
=∑

j ∈ J

tprint er day
j

Xi,j . However, this condition is non-linear with

quadratic function, which can be linearly transformed to avoid
convexity issue using (23)-(28). Wi,j variable is needed in the trans-
formation to represent printer time in days for each part i that is
taken out from printer j. It is equal to the tprint er day

j
but reflects

both dimensions on both part i and printer j.

Wi,j = tprint er day
j Xi,j; ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (23)

tpart out day
i =

∑
j ∈ J

Wi,j; ∀i ∈ I (24)

Wi,j ≤ qXi,j; ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (25)

Wi,j ≥ pXi,j; ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (26)

Wi,j ≤ tprint er day
j − p(1 − Xi,j); ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (27)

Wi,j ≥ tprint er day
j − q(1 − Xi,j); ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (28)

The part that is not assigned to a printer in the current planning
period awaits the next planning period (29). Thus, the actual pro-
cess in days for all parts inclusive of both assigned and unassigned
parts can be computed using constraint set (30). Tardiness for all
parts are next calculated (31). The lateness in a scheduling problem
is a deviation from the due date, such that the positive lateness is
termed tardiness and the negative lateness is earliness. For exam-
ple, if the part’s due date is in three days, in which the print time
requires one day, it follows that the negative lateness is two (ear-
liness). On the other hand, if the print time requires four days, the
positive lateness will be one (tardiness).

tpart wait day
i = eRi; ∀i ∈ I (29)

tprocess day
i = tpart out day

i + tpart wait day
i ; ∀i ∈ I (30)

di + tprocess day
i ≤ Ti; ∀i ∈ I (31)

Finally, variable-type constraints are shown in constraint sets
(32)–(41).

Xi,j =
{

0, 1
}

; ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (32)

Yj =
{

0, 1
}

; ∀j ∈ J (33)

Ri =
{

0, 1
}

; ∀i ∈ I (34)

Ti ≥ 0; ∀i ∈ I (35)

B ≥ 0 (36)

nal Copy
G ≥ 0 (37)

Wi,j ≥ 0; ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (38)

Kl
i,j

=
{

0, 1
}

; ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (39)
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w
i,j

=
{

0, 1
}

; ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (40)

h
i,j

=
{

0, 1
}

; ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (41)

The above model complexity formulated as a mixed integer
inear programming (MILP) can be analyzed using a reduction tech-
ique. Given that the above model contains multiple objectives and

 subset of parts can be assigned to printers, it is reducible to the
ulti-objective, multiple knapsack problem, which is a variation of

he 0–1 knapsack problem known to be NP-hard ([61,62]). Thus, the
omputation time tends to grow exponentially when a problem size
ecomes sufficiently larger. In particular, by discarding all other
bjective functions (Z2, Z3, and Z4) and leaving only the second
erm of the first objective function (Z1), this minimization func-
ion of the part cost is equivalent to the maximization function of
he single objective, multiple knapsack problem. Next, besides the
arameters and constraint sets related to an assignment of a subset
f parts (6) and maximum capacity limit (12) as well as their associ-
ted variable-type constraints, other constraints can be discarded.
athematically, the above model with the scheduling performance

 multi-objective, multiple knapsack problem ∝ single-objective,
ultiple knapsack problem ∝ 0–1 knapsack problem.

. Case study and trade-off analysis

We  now illustrate the case study and objective functions’ trade-
ff analysis using the concept of approximate efficient frontier
o verify and validate the proposed model in this section. We

odel the mathematical model in AMPL [63] and analyzed it using
PLEX solver. The algorithms used in CPLEX for integer-type prob-

ems include advanced branch-and-bound with presolve, feasibility
euristics, and cut generators. The case study as well as all the test
ata sets for a designed experiment are analyzed on a PC with an

ntel (R) Core (TM) i7- 6500 CPU @2.50 GHz and 8.0 GB of RAM. The
aximum computational time limit allowed for each test is set to

600 s.

.1. Case study data

During the model formulation, the model was verified through
egular discussions with AM experts through several toy exam-
les. Next, after obtaining automotive parts for the case study,
art-specific parameter data is obtained by using Magics software
eveloped by Materialise [60] and by randomly generating other
elevant parameter data as shown in Table 1. MagicsTM is a versa-
ile data preparation and file editor software for 3DP that equips
ith part build time and cost estimators. We  note, however, that

ther cost and time models exist and have been discussed in the
iterature (e.g., see [45]). Based on a cost model discussed by the
uthors, we approximate the printer cost based on the indirect cost
nclusive of labor, overhead, and machine cost. Then, the part cost
omputed by Magics based on material for part, support (if needed),
nd associated waste is directly obtained; whereas the holding cost
s assumed based on the part cost, such that a trade-off between
ssigning a part in the current period and holding a part for the
ext period is discussed.

With regard to the FDM printer capacity data, two  printers
vailable at the center for 3D advanced AM at the Ulsan National
nstitute of Science and Technology (UNIST) are used to illustrate
he small- and large-size printers in this study. We  further discuss
he model performance when more printers are taken into account

Author's P
n the next section. In particular, we use two FDM printers (i.e.,
ormer’s Farm’s Sprout and MakerBot Z18 with the build cham-
er size 235*200*200 and 300*305*457 millimeter3, respectively).
able 1 presents the parameter data to test the case study and an
xperimental design. Table 2 illustrates 10 different parts obtained
cturing Systems 43 (2017) 35–46

from an automotive company with their respective parameters to
be assigned to the two  FDM printers.

4.2. Multi-objective and trade-off analyses

We  initially solve the case study problem for each objective
function alone as shown in Table 3. It is clear that trade-offs exist
among these conflicting criteria. The computation time is found
to be practically negligible (i.e., in seconds), which is not surpris-
ing due to the small size of the case study’s problem. The result
from solving each objective function alone is later used as an
ideal solution to solve the multi-objective problem formulated as a
non-preemptive model. For example, only printer 1 (i.e., the small
printer with lesser printer operating cost) is utilized when minimiz-
ing total cost (Z1) is desired because there is a trade-off between
cost of assigning a part and penalty/inventory cost of holding a part
for the next-period printing. When either maximizing load balance
(Z2) or minimizing total unprinted parts (Z4) is used as a sole objec-
tive function, the solution is found to be the same with 2 unprinted
parts and 96.6% of printers’ load balance. However, we  note that this
is not necessarily always the case depending on data and problems
of interest. Given the size of each part based on a fixed orienta-
tion, it is clear that parts 3 and 4 (i.e., O3 and O4) could only fit in
the printer 2 (i.e., the large printer) if either of them is going to be
printed. In addition, parts 6 and 7 (i.e., O6 and O7) could not fit in
either the small or the large printer due to their size limit (Table 3).

Given that the proposed model contains clearly conflicting,
multiple criteria; the non-preemptive method (i.e., the weighted
sum method) is used to illustrate the multi-objective model solu-
tion. The non-preemptive approach employs criteria weights for
each objective to solve a multi-objective model as a single, lin-
ear (weighted) objective function model. The objectives must be
normalized to allow intercriterion comparison. One normalization
technique shown in (42) can be used to convert each objective
function to be in a range between 0 and 1. While the first term
shows the normalization for the benefit criterion (i.e., maximum
value is better), the second term presents the normalization for
the cost criterion (i.e., minimum value is better). This normaliza-
tion technique employs the ideal/utopia (I) and anti-ideal/nadir
(AI) solutions, where the I and AI solutions are the best and the
worst possible solution from solving each objective function alone,
respectively. While ZI

i
denotes the ideal solution based on max  Z

i

for benefit criterion and min  Z
i

for cost criterion; ZAI
i

denotes the
anti-ideal solution based on min  Z

i
for benefit criterion and max

Z
i

for cost criterion. Next, after all objective functions are normal-
ized, they can be reformulated as a single-objective model with
maximization as shown in (43), where ˛k is the weight parameter
to emphasize an importance of each objective function k obtained
from a DM.  The result from solving the case study based on assign-
ing equal weight (i.e., �1 = 0.25, �2 = 0.25, �3 = 0.25, �4 = 0.25) to all
objective functions is shown in Table 3. We note that all other com-
binations of weights are possible. It is clear that the model tries to
balance total cost, load balance, total tardiness, and total unprinted
parts. In particular, both small and large FDM printers are used with
the 79.3% of load balance between printers. Further, the total tar-
diness and the number of unprinted parts are found to be 26 days
and 3 parts.

0 ≤ Zi − ZAI
i

I AI
≤ 1 for benefit criterion;

sonal Copy
Z
i
− Z

i

0 ≤ ZAI
i

− Z
i

ZAI
i

− ZI
i

≤ 1 for cos t criterion (42)
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Table  1
The parameter data list of FDM case study and designed experiment.

Activities Descriptive detail

(Cost/Budget)
:Cost of using a printer ($) FDM: (Small 500, Large 800)
:Cost of printing a part ($) Part-specific cost is obtained from Magics based on material type, weight, etc.; FDM: U (20, 100)a

:Cost of holding a part ($) FDM: U (20, 100)
:Planned budget ($) FDM: 3000b

(Area/Capacity)
:Projection length/width/height parameter of each part (mm.) FDM: U (80,220)
:Capacity of each printer (mm.) FDM: Former’s Farm (235*200*200); MakerBot (300*305*457)
:Fraction for the minimum volume/area of a printer 3%b

:Fraction for the minimum number of parts to be printed 30%b

(Time/Labor)
:Initial expected print time in hours for each part (hours) Expected part print time is obtained from Magics based on AM machines; FDM: U (10, 30)a

:Operating hours determined by labor working schedule 8 h/day
:Lateness based on due date of each part in days (days) U (−5,5)c

:Wait time for the next planning for unassigned parts FDM: 14 days

U denotes uniform distribution.
a
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The case study data are obtained from Magics; the designed experimental data
b The parameter value is adjusted in an experimental design when number of pa
c Positive lateness denotes tardiness; whereas negative lateness denotes earlines

Maximize˛1

(
ZAI1 − Z1

ZAI1 − ZI1

)
+ ˛2

(
Z2 − ZAI2

ZI2 − ZAI2

)

+˛3

(
ZAI3 − Z3

ZAI3 − ZI3

)
+ (1 −

∑
i

˛i)

(
ZAI4 − Z4

ZAI4 − ZI4

)
(43)

We further discuss the trade-off analyses of the conflicting
bjectives for the above case study. In a maximization problem,

 solution x0 ∈ S is said to be efficient if fk(x) < fk(x0) for some x ∈ S
mplying that fj(x) > fj(x0) for at least one other index j. It is, there-
ore, a feasible solution that is not dominated by any other feasible
olutions and has the property that an improvement in any one
bjective is possible only at the expense of a poorer solution in
t least one other objective [64]. The set of all efficient solutions,
he efficient frontier, is commonly used to visually evaluate trade-
ffs among two decision criteria in objective space. In this study,
e develop an approximate efficient frontier based on a selected

et of efficient solutions to study solution trade-offs. We  illustrate
hree objective pairs for the case study: Pair 1) min  Z1 total cost
s. max  Z2 load balance, Pair 2) min  Z1 total cost vs. min  Z3 total
ardiness, and Pair 3) min  Z1 total cost vs. min  Z4 total unassigned
arts. Initially, a selected set of efficient solutions is generated by
arying the weight ˛k for objective k discretely from 0.1 to 0.9 at
.1 increments. However, other random weight can also be used.

n particular, Pairs 1)–3) are normalized using a linear normal-
zation technique to allow inter-criterion comparison as shown in
44)–(46), respectively. We  note that other objective pairs can be
btained in a similar way.

aximize˛1

(
ZAI1 − Z1

ZAI1 − ZI1

)
+ (1 − ˛1)

(
Z2 − ZAI2

ZI2 − ZAI2

)
(44)

aximize˛1

(
Z1 − ZAI1

ZI1 − ZAI1

)
+ (1 − ˛1)

(
ZAI3 − Z3

ZAI3 − ZI3

)
(45)

aximize˛1

(
ZAI1 − Z1

ZAI − ZI

)
+ (1 − ˛1)

(
ZAI4 − Z4

ZAI − ZI

)
(46)
1 1 4 4

Fig. 2a–c) illustrate the trade-off analyses of Pairs 1), 2), and
), respectively. Given that some combinations of weights yield
he same efficient point, we graphically illustrate trade-off anal-
sis for all the combinations of weights (e.g., x axis is the weight
s uniform distribution.
 printers are varied.

combination and y axes on the left and right show objective val-
ues) rather than showing the x axis with one objective value and
y axis with another objective value. However, an interpretation
of the trade-off analysis is the same, in which an improve in one
objective can deteriorate the second one’s performance. While
Fig. 2a) shows an analysis for the minimize-maximize pair, both
Fig. 2b) and c) present the minimize–minimize pair. For example,
when more weight is given to the total-cost objective than in the
load-balance objective in Pair 1 (e.g., �1 = 0.8, �2 = 0.2), the corre-
sponding objective values for total operating cost and load balance
between printers are $913 and 0%, respectively. In this case, 0% load
balance implies that only one printer is used (i.e., 0% for printer 1
and 73.54% for printer 2). However, when more weight is given
to the load-balance objective in Pair 1 (e.g., �1 = 0.2, �2 = 0.8), the
corresponding objective values are $2043 and 96.6%, respectively.
Consider the Pair 2 study, when more weight is given to the total-
cost objective than in the total-tardiness objective (e.g., �1 = 0.9,
�3 = 0.1), the corresponding objective values for total operating cost
and total tardiness are $913 and 37 days for all parts, respectively.
On the other hand, they are found to be $1744 and 25 days when
more weight is given to the total-tardiness objective (e.g., �1 = 0.1,
�3 = 0.9). A similar trade-off evaluation can be done for the Pair
3 (total cost vs. total unprinted parts). That is, the corresponding
objective values are found to be $2043 and 2 unassigned parts
for weight pair (�1 = 0.3, �4 = 0.7), whereas they are $913 and 6
unassigned parts for weight pair (�1 = 0.7, �4 = 0.3), respectively.
We note, however, that a DM can choose several combinations of
objective weights (e.g., (0.1, 0.9), (0.2, 0.8), . . .,  (0.9, 0.1)) to evalu-
ate trade-offs among these pairs of objective functions as shown in
Fig. 2.

5. Experimental design and discussion

5.1. A designed experiment

After the part-to-printer-assignment model is verified and val-
idated through a case study, we conduct a designed experiment by
varying the number of parts and printers to test the model com-

plexity and its computation time for the model developed for FDM
in this section. Table 4 presents an experimental data with four lev-
els of part number (10, 50, 100, and 500) and three levels of printer
number (2, 5, and 10). Each test data from a designed experiment
is randomly generated using Matlab software based on the param-
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Table  2
Parts for the case study with data obtained from Magics.

FDM

Part Object CAD file Part’s print cost
($)

Part’s print
time (hour)

Part length
(mm)

Part width
(mm)

Part height
(mm)

Projection area
(mm2)

O1 30 4 214 120 7 25,680

O2 60 5 78 77 45 6006

O3  321 26 291 85 88 24,735

O4  80 7 125 283 26 35,375

O5  5 1 72 24 28 1728

O6  98 14 311 48 44 14,928

O7  52 5 185 353 11 65,305

O8  67 7 176 90 60 15,840

O9  60 4 89 80 52 7120

O10  14 2 135 146 33 19,710

e
e
a
f
t
t
p
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ter data in Table 1, which yields 12 test combinations. Then, for
ach test combination, 30 replications are performed and an aver-
ge computation time is collected. Given that a number of parts

or rapid manufacturing or AM is typically in a small batch rather
han in a mass production as in the traditional production process,
he experimental design for the number of parts are limited to 500
arts.
5.2. Computation time for single-objective model

Table 5 presents the average computation time across all repli-

cations for solving each objective function alone based on varied
number of printers (i.e., 2, 5, and 10) and parts (i.e., 10, 50, 100,
and 500). The average computation time is found to range from
practically negligible in less than a second to 3600 s (time limit)
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Table  3
Case study’s results obtained from solving each objective function and a non-preemptive solution.

Z1: Minimize total cost Z2: Maximize load
balance

Z3: Minimize total
tardiness

Z4: Minimize total
unprinted parts

Equal weight

Part-to-printer assignment (Printer 1):
O2, O5, O9, O10

(Printer 1):
O1, O10
(Printer 2):
O2, O3, O4, O5, O8, O9

(Printer 1):
O5, O9, O10
(Printer 2):
O1, O2, O4, O8

(Printer 1):
O1, O10
(Printer 2):
O2, O3, O4, O5, O8, O9

(Printer 1):
O5, O8, O10
(Printer 2):
O1, O2, O4, O9

Parts  that are not assigned O1, O3, O4, O6, O7, O8 O6, O7 O3, O6, O7 O6, O7 O3, O6, O7
Printers used Printer 1

(Small)
Printers 1, 2
(Small and large)

Printers 1, 2
(Small and large)

Printers 1, 2
(Small and large)

Printers 1, 2
(Small and large)

Total  operating cost ($) *913 2043 1744 2043 1744
Load  balance Printer 1 (73.5%) *Printer 1 (96.6%)

Printer 2 (99.3%)
Printer 1 (60.8%)
Printer 2 (90.6%)

Printer 1 (96.6%)
Printer 2 (99.3%)

Printer 1 (79.3%)
Printer 2 (81.1%)

Total  tardiness (days) 37 44 *25 44 26
Total  unprinted parts (parts) 6 2 3 *2 3

*Denotes ideal/Utopia solution.

b) Pair 2: cost vs. tardiness, and c) Pair 3: cost vs. unassigned part.
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Table 4
A designed experiment with varied number of parts and printers.
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Fig. 2. Trade-off analysis for a) Pair 1: cost vs. load balance, 

epending on a number of printers, a number of parts, and a desired
bjective that are considered. For example, when 2 printers and
00 parts are available with a desire to obtain the minimum total
perating cost, the average computation time takes only 0.11 s.
owever, when we desire to obtain the maximum load balance,

he average computation time takes around 2670 s. Next, when we
ncrease to 10 printers with the same number of 100 parts, the
verage computation time for obtaining the minimum total oper-
ting cost and the maximum load balance are found to be 0.55 s
nd reach the time limit of 3600 s, respectively. As expected, when
ither/both more printers or/and more parts are used, the compu-
ation time tends to increase. In addition, while the computation
ime for objective functions to minimize total operating cost and
otal tardiness (i.e., Z1 and Z3) are found to be within the time
imit of 3600 s, the average computation time for objective func-

ions to maximize load balance and minimize total unprinted parts
i.e., Z2 and Z4) exceed the time limit when higher number of parts
nd/or printers are used. The high computation time is especially
oticeable for objective Z2 to maximize load balance. This result is
xpected as the maximin technique is used to formulate load bal-
Factor Level Level detail

Part number 4 10, 50, 100, 500
Printer number 3 2, 5, 10

ance among printers. Ransikarbum and Mason [20] noted that the
maximin technique is typically applied to the case when a larger
performance function value is considered better. Salles and Bar-
ria [65] found that this technique requires complex optimization
procedures and significant computation time to find a solution.

We further aggregate the computation time for each factor as
shown in Table 6. For example, the aggregate computation time
for 2, 5, and 10 printers across all number of parts in a designed
experiment are found to be 0.23, 0.96, and 2.19 s for objective func-

tion Z1, respectively. Similarly, the aggregate computation time for
10, 50, 100, and 500 parts across all the number of printers in a
designed experiment are found to be 0.07, 0.15, 0.30, and 3.97 s for
objective function Z1, respectively. Other aggregated computation
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Table  5
Computation time (seconds) for solving each objective alone in a designed experiment.

Number of printers Number of parts Z1: Minimize
total operating cost

Z2: Maximize
load balance

Z3: Minimize
total tardiness

Z4: Minimize
total unprinted parts

2 10 0.05 0.36 0.03 0.06
50  0.07 858.78 0.05 0.84
100  0.11 2669.76 0.05 4.24
500  0.69 3062.01 0.35 3.16

5  10 0.09 3.03 0.02 0.21
50  0.13 3600* 0.27 307.84
100  0.25 3600* 1.25 1173.23
500  3.35 3600* 88.18 1483.52

10  10 0.08 0.07 0.03 0.32
50  0.26 3445.03 362.52 2985.14
100  0.55 3600* 400.48 3006.08
500  7.86 3600* 1122.79 3600*

*The computational time limit of 3600 s is reached for all the replications.

Table 6
Aggregated computation time (seconds) for solving each objective alone.

Factor Z1: Minimize
total operating cost

Z2: Maximize
load balance

Z3: Minimize
total tardiness

Z4: Minimize
total unprinted parts

Number of printers 2 0.23 1647.73 0.12 2.08
5  0.96 2700.76 22.43 741.20
10  2.19 2661.28 471.46 2397.89

1.15 0.03 0.20
2634.60 120.95 1097.94
3289.92 133.93 1394.52
3420.67 403.77 1695.56
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Table 7
Computation time (seconds) for solving a non-preemptive model of multiple
objectives.

Number of
printers

Number of parts A non-preemptive model
with equal weight

2 10 0.11
50 26.07
100 225.17
500 575.81

5 10 0.38
50 3600*
100 3600*
500 3600*

10 10 0.53
50 3600*

Author's Personal Copy
Number of parts 10 0.07 

50  0.15 

100  0.30 

500  3.97 

ime for the less of objective functions could be similarly analyzed.
ue to the complexity of the proposed model, it can be observed

hat computation time increases when the number of parts and/or
umber of printers also increases. Next, when we  aggregate the
omputation time for each objective function across all number of
rinters and parts, the sequence of aggregate computation time for
inimizing load balance (Z2) is found to be higher than minimiz-

ng total unprinted parts (Z4), minimizing total tardiness (Z3), and
inimizing total operating cost (Z1). In particular, the aggregate

omputation time for Z2, Z4, Z3, and Z1 are around 2337, 1047, 165,
nd 1 s, respectively.

.3. Computation time for multi-objective model

Given all the ideal and anti-ideal solutions obtained from solving
ach single-objective function alone, the non-preemptive approach
s used with equal weights among all objectives to transform the

ulti-objective model to single-objective model. Next, the model
s solved and the average computation time across all replications
ased on a varied number of printers and parts is recorded (Table 7).
s seen in the table, when 2 printers are used, the average compu-

ation time for all varied number of parts is found to be within
he time limit of 3600 s. However, when we increase the number
f printers to 5 and 10, the average computation time reaches the
ime limit when the number of parts is 50 and higher. For exam-
le, the average computation time for 2 printers and 10 parts when
he multi-objective model is solved is 0.11 s. When we  increase

 number of parts to 100 parts, it requires around 225 s. On the
ther hand, while the average computation time for 10 printers
nd 10 parts is also within a second (0.53 s), it increases to 3600 s
time limit) when we increase to 100 parts. Thus, trade-offs clearly

xist between solution quality and computation time. Given that
he number of parts in AM,  such as in FDM process, is typically in a
mall batch starting from a batch of one part, the computation time
f the model is arguably reasonable. However, when more parts
nd/or printers are desired, although it is still practical to obtain
100 3600*
500 3600*

*The computational time limit of 3600 s is reached for all the replications.

solutions in an hour, some other alternative solution methods (e.g.,
heuristics and metaheuristic approaches) may  be desired.

5.4. Managerial insights

The multi-objective optimization model suits well in the con-
text of process planning in AM considering a complex AM supply
chain and a network AM systems. The future of AM is moving
from its infancy state to a mature state, which makes business
models for AM more complicated involving shared 3D printers.
Parts with large quantity and more complex geometries also fur-
ther complicate a planning process of AM systems, which makes
the manual placement become time-consuming and sub-optimal

for a DM.  On the other hand, an optimization model is a proven
technique useful to systematically aid planners for assigning parts
to printers, given limit resources, constraints, and desired criteria.
Furthermore, given multiple criteria of the part-to-printer assign-
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ent problem, it is clear that trade-offs exist among conflicting
riteria of the problem as shown in the case study. Thus, the trade-
ff analyses benefit to a DM to examine trade-off curves and to
isualize the solution space. The preferred point on a particular
areto front can also be identified and optimal decisions can be
uickly obtained. These fronts also inform a DM on how improving
ne objective can deteriorate the second one’s performance along
he curve.

To reflect an accurate AM process planning, different AM sys-
ems and energy sources should be taken in to account and
nderstood. Considering FDM, SLS, and stereolithography (SLA), for
xample, some AM requirements that differentiate them include
art nesting and printer time. With regard to the location of parts

n a printer, FDM and SLA processes most often require special sup-
ort structures to fabricate overhanging designs; whereas SLS does
ot need a separate feeder for support material because the part
eing constructed is surrounded by unsintered powder at all times.
hus, through a technique known as ‘nesting’, multiple parts can be
ositioned to fit within the boundaries of the printer in SLS. On the
ther hand, FDM generally has some restrictions on the slope of
he overhanging requiring supporting structures. SLA also requires
he use of supporting structures attaching to the elevator platform
o prevent deflection due to gravity and to hold cross sections in
lace in order to resist lateral pressure from the resin-filled blade
r retain newly created sections during the bottom-up printing. To
athematically model this aspect, the x-y platform of the printer

s used to represent the capacity of FDM printer. Additionally, the
art area computed from the length and the width of the bounding
ox of each part ensures that possible supporting structures and an
nough gap between two printed parts are taken into account. With
egard to the printer time, FDM technology is different than SLS and
LA in terms of the energy/power source. In particular, SLS involves
he use of a high power laser (i.e., a carbon dioxide laser) to fuse
mall particles of powder material into a mass that has a desired
D shape. Similarly, SLA works by focusing an ultraviolet laser on to

 vat of photopolymer resin. On the other hand, the model or part
n FDM is produced by extruding small flattened strings of molten

aterial to form layers as the material hardens immediately after
xtrusion from the heated nozzle. Thus, the main difference is that
hile each layer of all parts assigned to either SLA or SLS is scanned

y a laser, each layer of all parts assigned to FDM will depend on the
ool-path of the nozzle part-by-part and layer-by-layer. In order to

athematically model this aspect, the printer time for FDM is based
n the sum of all part time for all assigned parts to each FDM printer.

Computation time wise, when either/both a number of printers
r/and parts is/are increased, the computation time also increases.
his is true for both a single-objective and multi-objective func-
ions. When a single-objective model is considered, the way  each
bjective function is formulated also affects the average compu-
ation time. The higher average computation time is especially
oticeable for maximizing load balance, in which the maximin
echnique is used to formulate the load balance among printers.
ext, when multiple objectives are solved, a similar trend that the

ize of the problem with higher number of printers and/or parts
mpacts greatly computation time can also be observed. Thus, there
re trade-offs among solution quality, size of the problem, and
omputation time. As seen in our case study, given a small num-
er of parts and printers, the problem can be reasonably solved
sing the exact approach. Nonetheless, it is advised that the size of
he problem should be verified to evaluate the commutation time
btained from using the non-preemptive (weighted sum) approach

Author's Pe
uggested in this study. In addition to the non-preemptive method,
he other well-known exact method called preemptive method

ay  also be used to solve the multi-objective model. In contrast
o using the weighted sum method as a single-objective model;
he preemptive approach involves prioritizing objectives, which
cturing Systems 43 (2017) 35–46 45

can be solved by sequential optimization (e.g., see Ravindran [60]).
Besides an exact approach, a tailored solution method (e.g., heuris-
tic or metaheuristic approach) especially for solving larger-scale
problems may  also be an alternative.

6. Conclusions and future research

AM processes have recently gained many communities’ inter-
ests as they can provide several benefits in design flexibility,
time-to-market reduction, high speed of the process, product cus-
tomization, material savings, etc. While the emphasis in AM has
shifted towards direct manufacturing for end-use parts, some
issues related to inefficiency and ineffectiveness caused by under-
utilization of scheduling part-to-printer assignment still need to
be addressed. As AM printers are characterized by different tech-
nologies and sizes of the build chamber, it is clearly essential to
effectively and efficiently manage and plan the 3D printer schedul-
ing. In this research, we take the best orientated parts (i.e., without
rotation) analyzed previously as an input set and compose a batch
of parts to be assigned to each FDM printer based on different,
conflicting objectives of interest. In particular, the multi-objective
optimization model was  developed considering the total cost, load
balance among printers, total tardiness, and number of unprinted
parts. A case study was  conducted to verify and validate the model
functionality. In addition, a designed experiment was further con-
ducted by varying the number of parts and printers to further
analyze computation time, given the complexity of the model
shown to be NP-hard.

This research provides a practical case study for the DM  to plan
different parts in a network of FDM printers. We  initially solved
each single objective function alone and then provided a solution
method for the multi-objective problem using a non-preemptive
approach. The results of trade-off analyses for different pairs of
objective functions indicated that trade-offs clearly exist among
these conflicting criteria, which should be understood by the deci-
sion maker/planner of 3DP. For future work, we  are planning
to investigate an alternative approach, such as using a heuristic
or metaheuristic approach, to obtain a sufficiently good solution
within satisfactory computation time when increasing the number
of parts and/or printers is desired. In addition, while the 3DP soft-
ware typically comes with a visual estimate of part location in the
printer, it is interesting to further study the location of each part in
each printer and its impact using some heuristic approaches and
compare the result with typical 3DP software. Last but not least, it
is our intention to further enhance the part-to-printer-assignment
model to account for some particular requirements in other AM
processes and technologies (e.g., selective laser sintering (SLS) and
Stereolithography (SLA)) due to different energy sources and mate-
rial types.
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